
Reflections on trip to Calais 

When my husband and I won tickets from Dover to Calais we decided that we would 

use them to celebrate our first wedding anniversary and have a few days in Paris. 

However as we watched the refugee crisis in Calais unfold we felt moved to do 

something to help the thousands of people stuck in what has become known as ‘the 

jungle’.  

We got in touch with a church in Calais which has 
become a storehouse for clothing, shoes and 
toiletry supplies for those in the Jungle and they 
confirmed that they were happy to receive our 
donations the day we planned to arrive.  Now to 
get some donations!  
 
We put out a call to SMSJ, SJ and some family 
friends a week before we were due to sail to 
Calais, with a flyer specifying what the charity 
really needed and what it already had plenty of. 
The donations came in thick and fast and yet 
miraculously we were able to fit it all into my tiny 
Corsa!  

 

  

 

We were unsure how easily we 
would be able to find the church 
in Calais but as we drove up the 
street the long queue of people 
outside it gave it away! The 
church had two huge rooms 
seemingly being used like a 
warehouse, absolutely full of 
piles of donations. It would seem 
that people are keen to donate 
and to support this worthy cause.  

 

The problem seemed to be the volunteers finding the time to process all these 

donations when there was a huge line of people waiting to receive things, as well as 

cars full of donations turning up unannounced.  

We spoke to the volunteers inside and then began to unload our car. It was 

absolutely pouring it down with rain and the long line of refugees outside the church 

were getting soaked through, many of them without any kind of coat. Some offered 

to help us unload and they were all very friendly, appearing to speak fairly good 

English. We reflected afterwards that they could have easily swamped our car and 



taken whatever they wanted or needed from us, but instead they were kind and 

helpful. A couple of the refugees asked if they could have a sleeping bag, or pair of 

shoes, but the volunteers made it clear to us that we couldn’t start handing things 

out from the car – when we politely refused the refugees were very gracious and 

insisted that we didn’t need to apologise.  

Whilst we were unloading, another lady with a car load of supplies began handing 

out food to those in the queue – the church wasn’t supplying food so this wasn’t a 

problem. We observed that not only did the refugees not crowd or hassle her, but 

they also shared between themselves what she was handing out. She decided to take 

what she had left directly into the jungle although she was warned by volunteers 

that access in and out of the camp had been restricted. It was unclear why this was. 

We left the church, our car a lot lighter, feeling moved and yet somewhat frustrated. 

We had witnessed what we had suspected, that those refugees who currently inhabit 

the jungle are in desperate need, and yet filled with such grace and thankfulness. We 

were pleased to be able to contribute what those from our local churches had so 

generously donated and yet we felt that if this is to be effectively distributed to those 

who need it then there needs to be better organisation and more support. This 

charity was doing an amazing job but it was simply not equipped for a crisis on this 

scale. One of the volunteers said to us that he had never seen anything like it.  

We have been in touch with Calaid, a UK based group that has established itself in 

the last few weeks. They are managing to get organised and now have a warehouse 

in Dalston where they are arranging regular collection days and then van trips to 

Calais to distribute the aid. In the future we plan to work with this organisation in 

order to get more aid to the refugees in Calais. Channelling aid through such 

organisations will hopefully help the processing of aid to go more smoothly and 

ensure that it gets to those people who need it even more quickly.  

We plan to organise another collection in the coming weeks – watch this space. 
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